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Photography is really a story about light. How to capture just the right amount... Not too dark, not too bright, 
but just right!  What then are the ways of controlling the amount of light captured by the camera? 

1. Shutter Speed

The length of time the camera’s shutter opens to allow in light. The agreed standard speeds are: 1/1000 , 1/500 , 
1/250 , 1/125 , 1/60 , 1/30 , 1/15 , 1/8 , 1/4 , 1/2 , 1s  
Decreasing the speed using the above standard settings by one “increment” decreases the amount of light by 1/2  
Increasing the speed using the above standard by one “stop” increases the amount of light by 2 times

Note: A digital camera can choose ANY shutter speed, it is no longer bound by “standard speeds” eg. 1/4000th, 
1/800th of a second, 1/320th of a second... 

Bottom Line: (Slower shutter speed = More light)

2. Aperture or ƒ/stop.

The size of the lenses iris/aperture.  
The Full f/stop - number scale is: 1.0 , 1.4 , 2 , 2.8 , 4 , 5.6 , 8 , 11 , 16 , 22  
Note: This scale is “backwards” the smaller the number, the larger the aperture is open. Conversely 
increasing the size of the f/ number makes the iris/aperture smaller

Making the Aperture smaller by one stop decreases the amount of light by 1/2  
Making the Aperture larger by one stop increases the amount of light by 2 times

Note: Digital cameras are no longer bound by full f/stop numbers 
eg: f/18 or f/14 The camera’s computer can choose any value... (Smaller Aperture number = more light)

3. ISO (formally known as ASA) 
Sensor Sensitivity to light: Standard ISO numbers are: 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 6400, etc… 
Note these numbers increase by a factor of 2, each step doubling the ISO number… 

Increasing ISO by one step increases the amount of light by a factor of 2. 
Decreasing ISO by one step decreases the amount of light by a factor of 1/2

Caveat: There is a trade off for using a high ISO number, The more sensitive you make the sensor the more 
noise you get in the the shadows. 

(A Larger ISO number= More Light AND more Noise)

Digital cameras are getting better results at higher ISO numbers.

Do this to see how well your camera performs:

Shoot a subject indoors with normal lighting.  Take a series of photos, changing only ISO.

The goal is to see what ISO number yields an acceptable image.
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HOW TO GET the Light right (more or less)!  

Exposure Evaluation or Exposure Compensation! 

Exposure Compensation / Exposure Value (Av, EV) 
(+ = More Light   - = Less Light)  
Most cameras have a dedicated button for EV

Typical EV compensation ranges from -2.0 EV to +2.0 EV with adjustments in steps of 0.5 or 0.3 EV. 
Newer cameras may have an EV range as high as -5.0 EV to +5.0 EV.

1EV step is equivalent to: 
• An increase or decrease of 1 standard f/stop 

OR

• An increase or decrease of 1 standard shutter speed. 

Aperture Priority (A or Av)

If you are using Aperture Priority the camera will alter shutter speed

Shutter Priority (S or Tv)

 If you are set to Shutter priority the camera will alter the aperture to set the right exposure. 

Note: 
Some cameras can also adjust ISO if ISO is set to Auto ISO!

LighterDarker
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Automatic Exposure Bracketing (AEB)

Capturing the same image/scene several times with different exposure settings, Camera meter reading, an over-
exposing (lighter) and an under-exposing (darker) image. 

The difference between shots can range from one-third to three full stops in each direction, in full, half, third stop 

increments. Cameras can be set to take 2 to 9 shots at a time in “Burst  or continuous shot Mode” 
 

  

 

You can find some good tutorials for Canon 
and Nikon and other cameras on line at  

http://www.yourepeat.com/g/bracketing 

Bracketing is often used to create HDR 
High Dynamic Range Photographs 

http://www.yourepeat.com/g/bracketing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exposure_value
http://www.yourepeat.com/g/bracketing
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WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS USE THE FLASH
The Flash. (Flash = more light)

Artificial light typically around 1/1000 to 1/200 of a second. Color temperature of 
about 5500 K to  help illuminate a scene. Full Effect limited to a distance of about 
15 feet  

When you need more  or less Flash

1.  Flash Compensation     

2. Flash Auto Bracketing

On some Cameras Like Exposure Auto Bracketing, you can set the Flash to bracket, Taking 3 or more images, 1 with a 
Regular Flash setting, and 1 with less flash and 1 with more flash.


